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“Development land values are down significantly from the peak of
the market in 2006 and spend on land has effectively dried up.
Demand will be very limited for the foreseeable future, with the
emergence of license agreements as a means to developing out
larger ready to go sites expected to be a key part of the market
going forward”.
Joan Henry (Head of Research)
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There is a significant correlation between house
prices and land values. Data currently indicate
that development land values per acre are back
to 1999/2000 levels. House prices are back to
2002 levels and to 2001 in some areas.
Apartment prices are back to 2000/2001 levels.
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Sites with planning will very often need to be
redesigned in order to be viable in the new,
changed housing market. There is and will be for
the foreseeable future, little demand for large
infrastructure hungry sites with no planning
consent.
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We are seeing the return of license agreements
as a route for developing out viable, ready to go
sites.

Both city-centre sites and South Dublin Suburban
sites peaked at the same time in 2006. From
2002-2006 the gap between land prices and new
house and apartment prices narrowed as the
price of land accelerated very quickly.
In 2009/2010 – both development land and house
price declines have started to steady – the rate of
decline is slowing – indicating that the bottom of
the market has been reached. The gap between
land and house prices is now back too a similar
gap as in 1999/2000.

The value of small sites & serviced plots is likely
to recover more quickly than for bulk land. There
will be demand for fully serviced infill plots in
prime locations with low levels of built & unsold
stock.
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Market trends
Spend on development land in Ireland was down an
estimated 90% in 2009 from the peak in 2006, while
values have fallen by up to 75% to 90% from their
peak particularly in provincial towns. Many sites
purchased between 2005 and 2007 are now largely
uneconomic to develop given the price paid.
Overall the development land sector has been the
worst affected sector by the economic downturn and
credit crunch. There is virtually no funding available for
development land transactions and this when coupled
with oversupply of completed property in many sectors,
falling property values and weak occupier demand,
means that the potential to develop new sites is very
limited.
What little demand there is, is predominantly confined
to prime small residential infill sites in Dublin.
Transactions that do occur are taking longer to
complete - 9 to 12 months in many cases and most are
being conducted off market by private treaty.

Outlook
Activity of house builders is going to be focused on
low-risk quality in-fill sites. The market value of small
sites and serviced plots is likely to recover more quickly
than that for bulk land. There will be demand for fully
serviced plots, smaller sites or smaller phased parcels
within a larger scheme. Those sites which have
detailed planning permission and without major
infrastructure requirements will be the most attractive.
However, some sites that currently have planning

permission may need this to be re-planned or redesigned to be viable in the current market.
There is little demand for large infrastructure hungry
sites with no planning consent, where the site needs
lengthy / costly promotion and development.
We are seeing the return of license agreements as a
route for developing out ready to go sites. In principle
these agreements allow for the Licensor to provide the
land and the selected Licensee (House builder) to be
responsible for development and the full cost of
carrying out the development.
The licenses are usually for an agreed period of time
and the development is to be completed in line with an
agreed phasing plan. The Licensee enters into a
Building Contract with the eventual house purchaser
and the Licensor will enter into a site agreement with
the house purchaser. The price in the site contract with
the purchaser will be the site fine figure and the price in
the Building Contract will be the total sales price of the
house less the site fine figure.
Once we see a slow and steady recovery in residential
transactions and steady increase in mortgage
availability / approvals then we would expect to see
confidence return to the development land market.
Activity in the new homes market in the short-medium
term is expected to be curtailed by the limited
availability of finance, weak economic activity, changing
labour market conditions and overall consumer
confidence.
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